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A CB(u, k, A) means a cyclic 2-design of block size k.. coincidence number A, and with u 
points. lin this paper, a recursive construction of a CB(u, k, A) from two or three cyclic 2-designs 
is given. 
Let V be a u-set and 48 be a collection of k-subsets of V. If each pair of V is 
contained in exactly A k-subsets of 3, then we say that the system (V, $I?) is a 
2-design or a balanced incomplete block design, and denote it by B(u, k, ?. ). If 
A = 1, then the 2-design is called a Steiner 2-design. The elements of V and the 
k-subsets of @ are called points and blocks, respectively. 
Now let the set V be a cyclic group of order U, that is, V = Z,, = 10, 1: . . . , u - 1) 
(mod v). In this case a 2-design (Z,,, 53) is called a cyclic 2-design and denoted by 
CB(v, k, A.). if for any block I3 =I&,, . . . , 1+-1} the k-set B+ 1 = 
Wo+ 1, l . . ? h_, + 1) (mod u) is also a block. 
In this paper we shall restrict ourselves to cyclic 2-designs. There are many 
constructions of cyclic 2-designs (see, for example, M. Hall [7]). Recently, M.J. 
Colbourn and C.J. Colbourn [S] gave constructions of CB(U, 3, A) for all p$arame- 
ters t) and A for which the designs exist. But for k 34 the existence is not known. 
M.J. Colbourn and C.J. Colbourn [4] considered recursive constructions for 
cyclic 2-cledigns. 
In this paper we shall give recursive constructions of cyclic 2-designs; they arc 
based on the technique of EIose and Shrikhande [2,3] which was introduced in 
order to construct balanced incomplete block designs. 
In Section 3, at first, we shall give a general construction. This construction 
is applied to some cases. Also, it will be shown that our results contain those of 
M.J. Colbourn and C.J. Colbourn 141. 
For th;e purpose stated above we require the following notions For any 
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block I?={&,..., &_l} of a CB(u, k, A) the orbit containing the block B is 
the set of blocks 
{B+i(modu))i=8,1,..., v-1). 
The number of the blocks contained in an orbit is called the cycle length of the 
orbit. If the cycle length is u, then we say that each block in the orbit has a full 
orbit and otherwise we say that it has a short orbit. For a CB(u, k, A) the following 
short orbit of cycle length o/k is called the regular short orbit: 
1 u TV O.p.p..’ U (k 1) ] - ;. 
By a CB( u, k, A 1 CL) we mean a CB(u, k, A) all blocks of which have full orbits 
except for ~1 regular short orbits. 
Hereafter, we choose arbitrary one block from each orbit beforehand and call 
the chosen block the starter block of the orbit. 
An otherogonal array OA(hk*, m, k, 2) of size Ak *, m constraints, k levels, 
index A. and strength 2 is an m x Ak* matrix A whose elements are k integers of 
Z&={O,l,..., k - 1) such that every two-rowed submatrix of A contains as a 
column vector every possible ordered pair of the elements of Zk exactly A times. 
2. An (n, 4 A) row difkence scheme 
Bose and Bush [I] proved the fo!lowing proposition. 
Prq&im. If if is possible to tuke a scheme 2 = (mij) of d LOWS and An cohnns 
. . 
ad-- 1.0 Gd-1.1 ’ l ’ mcl -l.An- I 
with elements belonging to Z,, such that ammg the differences of the corresponding 
elements of any two rows, each element of Z,, occurs exactly A times; then this 
constitutes m OA(An’. d + 1, n, 2). 
We call the scheme 2 of the Proposition an (n, d, A) row difference scheme. It is 
easily verified that, without loss of generality, we can assume that ooj = Wio = 0 for 
any i and j. In the sequel of this paper, we consider only such ‘normalized’ row 
difference schemes. Then we note that, except for the 0th row, every row contains 
e ch element of Z,, exactly A times. 
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Ear example, in the case when k is an odd prime, let CP,~ = si (mod k) for 
s,i=OJ,..., k - 1, then C = (usi) is a (k, k, 1) row difference scheme. 
. . 
3. composltEons atcy*24e&gns 
In this section, we shall construct a cyclic =I-design from two or three cyclic 
It-designs using an (n, d, A) row dserence scheme. 
For convenience, in the sequel, we shall regard a CB( o, k, 0) as a 2-design 
which has no blocks, thus a CB(u, k, 0) exists for any t) and k. 
At first, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. ff there exist the following: 
(9 Q CBb, k,h I cl), O~p~h, 
(3 a Wn, k, (Al - p)AA 
(iii) a CB(kn, k, pAZ), 
(iv) Q?Z (n, k, A*) row difference scheme, 
then there exists Q CB(nu, k, AlA2). 
Proof. Let c = (usi) be an (n, k, A2) row difference scheme. Now for a starter 
block of a full orbit B ={q,, al, . . . , ak_l) of a CB(u, k, Al 1 p), construct the 
following A2n starter blocks: 
for i=O,l,..., A2n - 1. And add +l (mod nu) to each starter block ES, then we 
can easily show that each orbit (Bi + j 1 j E &,} is a full orbit of length W. Hence 
each element of the multiset 
{a,-a,+iuIs,t=O,l,..., k-l;s#t;i=O,l,...,n-1) 
occurs with the point 0 A2 times in the orbit. For other starter blocks of full orbits 
B’s which belong to the different orbits of the CB(u, k, Al 1 p), construct the 
starter blocks &‘s in a similar manner. Then every point of &,\(u/k)Zk, occurs 
with the point 0 exactly A 1A2 times, where a&,, = {ai 1 i = 0, 1, . . . , m - 11. If we 
take note of the fact that the CB(U, k, Al 1 p) has the regular short o&its repeated 
p times, we can easily show that every point of (u/k)Zk,,\vZ, occurs with the 
point 0 exactly (A, - p)A2 times. And the elements of uZ, do not occur with the 
point 0. 
Next for each starter block B ={bo, bl, . . . , bk-l} (mod kn) of the 
CB(kn, k, @AZ) let 
B’= b,; 
I 
be a starter block 
9*.-, bk-1; (mod rao) 
of the desired design. Furthermore, for each starter block 
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B=(c(&,..., ck-11 (mod 4 of a CBh k, (A,- p)hJ let 
B’ =: (UC,, VCI,, . . . , VC~__~} (mod nv) 
be also a starter block. Then each element of (v/k)& also occurs with the: point 0 
exactly A,& times. Hence the theorem is proved. 
As a special case of Theorem 1 we have the following theorem mainly due to 
M.J. Colbourn and C.J. Colbourn [4]. %.I show the following theorem, we have 
only to take note of the fact that if we take usi = si (mod n) for s = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1 . 
andfori=O,....n- 1, then 2 = (qqi) is 3n (n, k, 1) row difference scheme when n 
is relatively prime to (k - l)!. 
‘T’heorem 2 (M.J. Colbourn and C.J. CoIboum‘\. I.zf n be relatively prime to 
(k - l)? 
(i) Given a CB( v, k, A IO) and a CB(n. k, A), there exists a CB(nu, k, A). 
(ii) Given a CB(v, k, A 1 A) and a CB(kn, k, A), there exists a CB(nu,, k, A). 
Remark. M.J. Co!(bourn aa* ,,d C.J. Colbourn [4) do not mention explicitly about 
the structure of short orbits of CB(v, k, A) but their ‘construction A’ which 
corresponds to (i) of Theorem 2 is valid only in the case of a CB(u, k, A IO). Also 
they proved (ii) only in the case when A = 1. 
Now we shall consider another construction of an (n, d, A) row difference 
scheme using the method of Bose and Shrikhande [2,3] in which they construct 
an orthogonal array from a balanced incomplete block design. 
Lenmm 1. If there exist a CB( n, k, A 10) and an OA(k*, d + 2, k, 2),, then there 
exists an (n, d + I. A) row difference scheme, where d G k - 1. In the case when k is 
Q prime power if there exists a CB(v, k, A IO), then an (n, k, A) mvv difference 
scheme exists. 
roof. By 9 = (ql we mean the set of starter blocks of the CB(v, k, A IO). For 
B -= (b,, b,, . . . , bk_l}&‘, let 
Let A =(Q) (s= 1,2 ,..., d+2; I=(), l,..., k”-- 1) be an OA(k*., d+2, k, 2), 
uhich is normalized as follows: 
ad + 1-i +kj = iq 
. 
adi2.i tki = 1, %k(k - l )+i I-w L 
ftsr i, j = 0. 1, . . . , k-4 andfors=1,2,...,d. 
Now we define a row difference subscheme & on dB in the following manner: 
@s.i+kj = b a,, +u - bi and CO,i+kj = I) 
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fori=O,l,..., k-l,j=O,l,..., k-2,ands=1,2 ,..., $.SimiIarly,wedefine 
a subscheme Z& for each starter block Bi. Arrange these subschemes as 
follows: 
whke 0 is a (d + 1) x A matrix whose elements are all 0. Then G is a desired 
(n, d + 1, A) row difference scheme. 
Lemmrr, 2. If there exist Q CB( n, k, A 1 CL) (p a 0) and a (k, d + I, 1) row difference 
scheme, then there exists an (n, d + 1, A) row difference scheme. In the case when 
k is an odd prime, if there exists a CB(n, k, A 1 p) then there exists an Cn, k, A) 
row diflere,oce scheme. 
Proof. We note that there is an 0A(k2, d + 2, k, 2) by Proposition. And this 
design has the regular short orbits p times repeated, which is isomorphic to &. 
Thus to the scheme C of Lemma 1 we adjoin p times the (k, d + 1,l) row 
difference scheme multiplying each element by n/k. 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemmas I 
and 2. 
llreorem 3. Suppose 8hnt a CB(v, k, A1 1 CL) and a CB(kn, k, pA2) be given. Further 
we assume that one of the following; two statements hold: 
(i) k is a prime power and there exists a CB(n, k, A2 I 0). 
(ii) k is an odd prime and there exists a CB( n, k, A2 I v). 
Then there is a CB( nu, k, A lA2). 
4. Some examples for cyclic Steiner 24ksigE4s 
In this section, we shall restrict ourselves to cyclic Steiner 2-designs since they 
do not have short orbits except for the regular short orbit. Now we shall give 
some examples by applying the theorems of the previous section. Bt is well known 
that if a CB(v, k, 1) exists then v = 1, k (mod k (k - 1)). Moreover the necessary 
and sufficient condition for a CB(v, k, I) to have the regular short orbit is k 1 v 
(see Rao [8]). On cyclic Steiner 2-designs see, for example, Colbourn and Mathon 
C6]* 
By Theoresn 3 we have the following examples. 
Example 1. Suppose that k is a prime power and ki o. Then for any positive 
integer m, CB(P, k, 1.) exists provided that there is a CB(v, k, 1). Further if k is 
an odd prime such that k 1 u, then CB(ku”, k, 1) also exists. 
Example 2. Let k be ;an odd prime and suppose that k \ v. Further we assume that 
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a Cn( I), k, 1) and a CB( ku, k, 1) exist, then there exist a CB(u”, k, 1) and a 
CB(ku”‘, k, 1) for any m. 
We note that similar results can be obtained by Theorem 2. 
The following example is derived from the cyclic Steiner 2-design generated by 
lines and points of the projective geometry over a finite field. 
ExampIe 3. Suppose that k is a prime power and that q = k - 1 is also a power of 
another prime. Let 
m qn-1 
u - = n 
i=l q -1 ’ 
where m is an arbitrary integer and n 1, . . . , n,,, are odd integers. Then a 
CB(u, k, I) exists. In the case when k is an odd prime, at most one of nl, . . . . , n,,, 
can be an even integer. 
5. A ctmpsed aiedgn containing the original th@gns 
Now if we recall the proof of Theorem 1, the CB(n, k, (A, - p)A2) and the 
CB( kn, k, pit,) are embedded in the CB(nu, k, AlA*) w its subdesign. But the 
CB(o, k, A, 1 p) may not be in general the subdesign of the CB(nq k, A&). 
In this section, we shall construct a CB(nu, k, hlA2) which contains the three 
original designs as subdesigns. 
Theo- 4. In addition to the assumption of 77teorem 1, we assume that the total 
of the regular short orbits of the CB(n, k, (A, - p)A2) and &e CB(kn, k, pA2) are not 
Less than ~1 and that n and v are relatively prime. 77ten tloere is a CB( nu, k, A, A*) 
which contains the three originat designs as suhdesigns. 
Proof. We can show this theorem by modifying the proof of Theorem 1. Let 
Zt = (Gsi) be an (n, k, AZ) row difference scheme. And let u be an integer such that 
uu = i (mod n). For each starter block of a full orbit (ao= 0, a,, . . . , &_l} of 
the @B(u, k, Al 1 p), let 6)si s U(usi - 4) (mod n) for s “0, 1, . -. , k - 1 and i = 
OJ,... , A2n - 1. ‘Then 69 = ( Osi) is also an t’ rc, k, AZ) row difference scheme. If we 
ir - btarter blocks B: = (a, + Qsiu (mod nu) 1 s = 0, I, . . . , tc - 1) instead of those of 
Georem 1, these starter blocks also generate a CB(nu, PC, AlA& From the fact 
that ’ 
a,(uv(n - 1) + 1) = a,uvn - ~uu + a, 
G -a,uu + a, = OSuv + a, (mod nv) 
holds, we can immediately check that the CB(nv, 3c, A, AZ) contains the 
CB(u, k, Al 1 p) by multiplying every block of CB(u, k, A1 1 g) by uu(n - I)+ 1 
(mod nc). Thus WC have the theorem. 
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